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Blood Sacrifice An Urban Fantasy Novel Sorcerers Creed Book 1
***This is a bundled edition of the following five stories.*** Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 281,113 When dragons have the ability to shapeshift, anyone could be one. Even the boy sitting next to you. Dragon Blood 1: Pliethin Word Count: 57263 Sixteen-year-old Amber's life, that was once completely normal, is dramatically changed when she is forced to move to
a small Queensland town west of Brisbane. Suddenly dragons are no longer creatures of myth. Amber becomes caught up in their world of clans, survival of the fittest, ancient traditions, dangerous enemies and dragon warriors. Dragon Blood 2: Wyvern Word Count: 57087 Amber struggles to keep up with the constantly changing alliances amongst dragons and is worried Ronan, an
ancient dragon, might not keep his end of the bargain they made. Life is filled with secrets and sometimes Amber just wants to get away from it all, which makes her jump at the chance to visit dragon lands. Her excitement over the visit is ruined when she learns someone wants her dead. And they're willing to pay her weight in gold to make their wish come true. Dragon Blood 3:
Surety Word Count: 55355 Amber learns that her family has a more interesting past than even she could have imagined. That past is now creating problems for her. Negotiations, attacks by an unknown enemy and her mother discovering some of her secrets causes even more complications. The only thing that hasn't changed is that someone wants her dead. She needs to find out who
it is before they can succeed and she doesn't get the chance to live long enough to figure out how to solve all her other problems. Dragon Blood 4: Knight Word Count: 56052 Amber is starting to feel that her list of enemies is growing longer by the minute. Those she cares about are threatened and during a surprise attack she fears one of her people is killed. Her life is spinning out of
control, there are too many people she desperately wants to keep safe, but she can't be with all of them at once. There's only one of her and so many of them. It's tearing her apart. Dragon Blood 5: Mage Word Count: 55356 Amber wants to take back control of her life. She's fed up with assassins, death threats, unrealistic expectations, nightmares and secrets. The secrets most of all.
Especially Ronan's secrets and in particular his secret that she knows will scare the hell out of her and will probably never let her have another moment of peace. Maybe some secrets shouldn't be told. These stories were written by an Australian author using Australian spelling.
Alex Stanton is done being Phillippa Mann’s whipping boy. She made it perfectly clear she preferred him only when his body temperature was human. And he would keep his distance from the Amazon if his vampire master didn’t value Phil’s business relationship. But nothing makes sense when someone breaks into Phil’s antique shop and steals a replica of an Incan artifact called
a tumi. As bodies pile up and demons attack, Alex discovers Phil is in deep trouble. The tumi isn’t a fake after all, and the original owner wants it back. Can he and Phil mollify a ticked-off god of death long enough to find the thief and retrieve the god’s property, or will the Incan deity decide he’ll take their souls in exchange for his lost weapon?
“Chilling, thrilling, and a page turner!” —Heather Graham, New York Times bestselling author of The Killing Edge “Dakota Banks is firing on all cylinders.” —Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling author of The Charlemagne Pursuit Author Dakota Banks dazzles with dark magic in Sacrifice, the second book in her urban fantasy series Mortal Path featuring Maliha Crayne, the
former immortal assassin known as the Black Ghost—a bewitching cross between Lara Croft and Elektra. Banks offers a new twist on supernatural thrillers with this action-packed, edge-of-your-seat adventure that fans of Vicki Pettersson and James Rollins won’t want to miss. Join Maliha in her ongoing quest save her damned soul, as she battles unspeakable evil to atone for the
countless sins of her long and bloody past.
"Blood Sacrifice" is the fifth book in Lima's critically acclaimed urban fantasy series. Original.
Demon Hunters 1: Blood Sacrifice
an urban fantasy vampire romance
An Urban Fantasy Series
Otherworld Magic - An Urban Fantasy Novel
The Fated Chronicles Books 9, 10, 11 (Sacrifice: Game of Fate, Redeem: Wings of Fury, Ascend: Bonds of Blood)
As vampires fight over vengeance and freedom, a new breed of predator emerges A human sacrifice throws vampires of two worlds, trueborn and baseborn, into an escalating conflict. The trueborns stubbornly hunt for vengeance, pushed by Hesrah’s desire to avenge her human best friend, Alexa. The
baseborns hesitate between rallying to those challenging Ankhsis’s rule and obeying the trueborns. As turmoil rocking vampire worlds surges, something emerges from the portal between Earth and Ankhsis. Neither human nor vampire, this new being will either damn them all or be their race’s most
powerful weapon. Ankhsis is faced with a dire decision: embrace this new predator or put it down. In the end, who is guilty? Who will pay? Will anyone survive its wrath? The Breaking of Bonds is the second book in the gritty urban fantasy series Bad Blood. If you like vampires with a twist,
gripping characters, and fast-paced adventure, then you will love Alina Popescu’s second part of this edge-of-your-seat story. Buy The Breaking of Bonds now to return to this innovative and enthralling vampire world.
Hidden Sorcery While the Tremere have potent magic at their command, Hermetic tradition isn't the only source of mystic power. The ancient ways of Egyptian magic, the Sufic trances of the Middle East, sacrificial Hindu rites and the natural magic of Caribbean craft can all be used to affect
the Final Nights. But what are these thaumaturgies capable of? Or Abandoned Witchcraft? Expanded information on non-traditional Thaumaturgy comprises Blood Sacrifice. This book includes four new styles of the Discipline, as well as paths and rituals for each. It also looks into the rare but
unforgettable magical "anomalies" that populate Vampire's World of Darkness "RM," those strange mystic artifacts that just seem to happen.
Witches aren't real, are they? No, they aren't, at least, that's what Nat keeps telling herself. A witch and a human can't possibly make their friendship work, but that's exactly what Nat and Sybil are doing, and they're absolutely killing it. Well, killing it until Nat catches Sybil
practicing magic. She must be hallucinating, or maybe she had a seizure, but she damn sure thought she saw a floating desk. That's weird, right? Yes, it is, but when Sybil realizes she has no choice but to tell Nat the truth, Nat can't imagine a world where witches exist and magic is legit. A
secret exposed only lends to an already sketchy world, because it's becoming glaringly obvious that there's more to Westin Prep than meets the eye. When a student goes missing and turns up nearly dead, blood sacrifice is the word being thrown around. Between that and a cute track star paying
attention to Nat for the first time, her world is about to take a drastic turn. Bitches to Witches is a split POV, young-adult, urban fantasy novel, book 1 in the Bitches To Witches series. Warning: B2W includes language, graphic adult situations, bullying, and violence, but while those are
dark themes, B2W is meant to be a fun read.
“You made your choice. You are a King now.” His father's meaning: act like one. We have finally reached that pivotal moment where fate, truth, and time, intersect. Battle lines will be drawn. Sides, taken. And a prophecy, reborn... This is the epic series finale bundle... Fans of the following
books and series are known to enjoy this epic fantasy series: Dragonlance Chronicles Shattered A Ya Urban Fantasy Novel Torn A Ya Urban Fantasy Novel Dragons of Pern Harry Potter A Wrinkle In Time The Chronicles of Narnia Rise of the Dragons A Quest of Heroes Dragonsworn Shannara Chronicles
Sword of Shannara Elfstones of Shannara Magic Tree House Dragonriders of Pern Assassin's Apprentice Neverending Story Alice in Wonderland Wizard of Oz Last Air Bender Eragon Fans of the following authors are known to enjoy this young adult fantasy series: JRR Tolkien Terry Brooks Terry
Pratchett C.S. Lewis R.A. Salvatore Morgan Rice Lindsay Buroker Anne McCaffrey Christopher Paolini J. K. Rowling Brandon Sanderson Sherrilyn Kenyon Patrick Rothfuss Brandon Sanderson Scott Lynch Marion Zimmer Bradley R. Scott Bakker Robert Jordan Brian Rathbone
Beautiful Salvation
Blood Like Magic
The Thirteenth Sacrifice
Dragon Blood 4: Knight
Dragon Blood Chronicles 1: Oath

Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 63379 ***Companion series to Dragon Blood. This book is set before the Dragon Blood series.*** When one of the few people Morgane trusts is taken from her, all she should be able to think of is revenge. Not the pain of losing them. As a Gold Dragon, she can't show weakness. That will get her killed. Is she
more human, than dragon, like her mother has always accused? When it comes to survival of the fittest, being compared to a human can make other dragons see you as an easy target. And that isn't something she's going to let happen. The only problem is, she has no idea how to prevent it. This story was written by an Australian author using Australian
spelling.
He won't rest until she's dead... Freya may have exiled Uther, but that doesn't mean that the fight is over. As his spies begin to creep their way into her inner circle, Freya realises that there is likely only one way to win this. And no one is going to like it. SACRIFICE is the fourteenth book in the Freya Snow urban fantasy series, which starts out as YA and follows
Freya’s magical adventures through to university and into adulthood. If you like kick-ass, sarcastic heroines, immersive magical worlds beneath our own, and love that crosses the lines of magical feuds, then you’ll be instantly hooked on L.C. Mawson’s fast-paced urban fantasy series.
Logan Blackwell does not work well with others, but if he hopes to defeat this new threat, he's going to have to learn...or more cities will burn. A warlock hell-bent on offering up the major cities of the world as a sacrifice to a god of destruction is more than he can stop alone. Will justice prevail over anarchy? Find out in Blood of the Covenant.
Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 57087 ***This is book two of a five book series that is best read in order to avoid spoilers.*** Amber struggles to keep up with the constantly changing alliances amongst dragons and is worried Ronan, an ancient dragon, might not keep his end of the bargain they made. Life is filled with secrets and sometimes
Amber just wants to get away from it all, which makes her jump at the chance to visit dragon lands. Her excitement over the visit is ruined when she learns someone wants her dead. And they're willing to pay her weight in gold to make their wish come true. This story was written by an Australian author using Australian spelling.
The Thaumaturgy Companion
Of Blood and Sacrifice
Blood Sacrifice (the August Creed Series Book 1)
Blood Storm Magic: A Paranormal Urban Fantasy Novel
Infernal Justice Books 4-6 (An Urban Fantasy Series)
Be very careful when encountering dragons, fae or demons. Dragons believe in survival of the fittest, fae will use your fears against you and demons will take more than your soul. ***This is a bundled edition of the following stories.*** Dragon Blood 1: Pliethin Realms Of The Fae 1: A Debt Owed Demon Hunters 1: Blood Sacrifice Dragon Blood 1: Pliethin Sixteen-yearold Amber’s life, that was once completely normal, is dramatically changed when she is forced to move to a small Queensland town west of Brisbane. Suddenly dragons are no longer creatures of myth. Amber becomes caught up in their world of clans, survival of the fittest, ancient traditions, dangerous enemies and dragon warriors. Realms Of The Fae 1: A Debt Owed
Melody’s mum made a bargain with the Fae twenty years ago, but she’s the one who ends up paying for it. Somehow she has to survive nearly a year in the realms of the Fae, until her eighteenth birthday, without getting more entangled in their world and unable to ever leave it. The Fae can be vindictive, manipulative and retaliate at the smallest slight, often using your
greatest fears against you. Melody needs to make sure they never learn how terrified she is of spiders, particularly when helping a Fae knight brings her to the attention of his enemies, the arachnid people. Demon Hunters 1: Blood Sacrifice Everyone knows about stranger danger. Never talk to a stranger. Don’t take candy from a stranger. And no matter what, never,
ever accept a ride from a stranger. In a moment of anger at her parents, eighteen-year-old Alyssa ignored these basic rules. Now she’s facing the most terrifying situation of her life. A world of demons, sacrifices and swords suddenly becomes her reality. Not many people survive demon encounters and Alyssa fears she might not either. These stories were written by an
Australian author using Australian spelling. Keywords: teen/young adult, dragons shapeshifters, action, adventure, magic, portal fantasy, fae/elves
The fantastic final novel of the House of Comarré series, full of lust, betrayal, and intrigue. In the final showdown between the forces of dark and light, Mal and Chrysabelle face not only Tatiana, but the ancient evil that now controls her: the Castus Sanguis. Chrysabelle gathers her friends and family around her, forming a plan to bring an end to the chaos surrounding
them. But the Castus is the most powerful being they've ever come up against. Defeating such evil will require a great sacrifice from someone on the side of light. One of them will change sides. One of them will die. No one will survive unscathed. Can Chrysabelle save those she cares about or will that love get her killed? What price is she willing to pay to draw last
blood?
In a town where magic festers beneath the surface and monsters stalk the shadows, someone has to fight for the innocent. That someone is me.They call me sorcerer, fixer, finder, but mostly they call me Creed. Been hexed by a witch? Being stalked by a werewolf? Haunted by a crazy ghost? I'm the one you call to get my hands dirty, so you don't have to.So when I got
a call from a grieving parent to find their missing daughter, I was happy to help. Trouble is, what started out as another garden variety missing person case just ended up with me being hexed by an occult serial killer. They made a mistake, though, whoever they are, when they cursed me.They should have killed me instead because they're about to find out that Hell hath
no fury like a sorcerer scorned.Snark meets magick, and Creed is born. Meet him at your own risk...If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, or Patricia Briggs, then you will LOVE the first installment of the Sorcerer's Creed Paranormal Suspense Series.Hit BUY NOW to jump right into this spellbinding paranormal adventure TODAY!
Series is complete!Ella faces enemies from all directions--the coven, her former partner, and even her own family--in the final book of the Ella Grey Series. The mages are determined to sacrifice her brother to permanently close the rips. But Ella can't let that happen. She's going to save him, no matter the cost.Blood Storm Magic is the fourth and final book in the urban
fantasy Ella Grey Series. Don't miss this thrilling world of magic, danger, and sacrifice in the battle against dark forces. This series is perfect for fans of Kim Harrison, Patricia Briggs, Jim Butcher, and Ilona Andrews!Ella Grey Urban Fantasy Series (now complete)Stone Cold MagicDark Harvest MagicDemon Born MagicBlood Storm MagicWant to know when new
releases hit? d104 CCJFBOOKS to 24587, and Jayne will send new release updates straight to your phone. (You'll get a text no more than twice a month -- only when there's a sale or a new book.)
A Vampire Urban Fantasy
Dragons, Fae And Demons
Blood Sacrifice
Ironic Sacrifice
Dragon Blood 1: Pliethin
Meet Marla Mason—smart, saucy, slightly wicked witch of the East Coast. . . . Sorcerer Marla Mason, small-time guardian of the city of Felport, has a big problem. A rival is preparing a powerful spell that could end Marla’s life—and, even worse, wreck her city. Marla’s only chance of survival is to boost her powers with
the Cornerstone, a magical artifact hidden somewhere in San Francisco. But when she arrives there, Marla finds that the quest isn’t going to be quite as cut-and-dried as she expected . . . and that some of the people she needs to talk to are dead. It seems that San Francisco’s top sorcerers are having troubles of their
own—a mysterious assailant has the city’s magical community in a panic, and the local talent is being (gruesomely) picked off one by one. With her partner-in-crime, Rondeau, Marla is soon racing against time through San Francisco’s alien streets, dodging poisonous frogs, murderous hummingbirds, cannibals, and a
nasty vibe from the local witchery, who suspect that Marla herself may be behind the recent murders. And if Marla doesn’t figure out who is killing the city’s finest in time, she’ll be in danger of becoming a magical statistic herself. . . .
Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 57263 ***This is book one of a five book series that is best read in order to avoid spoilers.*** Sixteen-year-old Amber's life, that was once completely normal, is dramatically changed when she is forced to move to a small Queensland town west of Brisbane. Suddenly
dragons are no longer creatures of myth. Amber becomes caught up in their world of clans, survival of the fittest, ancient traditions, dangerous enemies and dragon warriors. This story was written by an Australian author using Australian spelling.
Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 51471 ***Companion series to Dragon Blood.*** Sometimes you fight hardest against what you need most. When Claire and her father move to a new house, she refuses to believe the rumours about Roy, the boy next door. It doesn't take her long to realise she should
have listened. She's thrown into a world where only the strong survive, discovering a secret Roy has spent his life fighting against. She's determined to not only survive, but find her place in the dangerous world of dragons, Mages and Knights. ***This book is set after Dragon Blood 5: Mage and is best read after it in
order to avoid spoilers. It tells the story of one of the secondary characters from the Dragon Blood series.*** This story was written by an Australian author using Australian spelling.
Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 55355 ***This is book three of a five book series that is best read in order to avoid spoilers.*** Amber learns that her family has a more interesting past than even she could have imagined. That past is now creating problems for her. Negotiations, attacks by an unknown
enemy and her mother discovering some of her secrets causes even more complications. The only thing that hasn't changed is that someone wants her dead. She needs to find out who it is before they can succeed and she doesn't get the chance to live long enough to figure out how to solve all her other problems. This
story was written by an Australian author using Australian spelling.
Mortal Path Book 2
Blood Engines
Royal Fae Guardians
A Witch Hunt Novel
Ruled by Tainted Blood
Heartache Can Pave the Darkest Paths... A hidden enemy has stolen the phoenixes' immortality. Quayla lingers at death's door, her sacrifice failing to avert the theft or purchase forgiveness. The Fey press their advantage, and the Shield's new enemy baits a deadly trap.
While the others search, Atlanta's Shieldheart, Vitae, chases nightmares. Mare cries out to him in tortured whispers. She's alive, imprisoned in a Fey hellscape. She needs his help. Vitae formulates a desperate plan. Others might mistake his genius for madness, but he
won't be stopped. He'll free Mare even if he must master the forbidden. Can Quayla recover in time to foil the villain and save Vitae from himself?
Sacrifice is the third novel in K.A. Poe's Nevermore series and is approximately 74,000 words in length (360 pages). If you have not read book one and two yet, please look for Twin Souls (Nevermore, Book 1) and Hybrid (Nevermore, Book 2) available anywhere ebooks are sold!
Sacrifice Enraged beyond reason at his returned wife's death, Paul has set his sights not only back on Salem, but on his own daughter Alexis as well. Having little other choice than abandoning their home, Alex, Salem, and Hannah begin to flee to an unknown location. After
a drop of Alex's blood streaks down her beloved book from her foster mother, the pages transform into a long kept secret journal. Inside what at first seems to be little more than a diary of an ancient vampire slayer, the trio find more than just hunting techniques. Locked
within its pages contains hope of a cure, and a promise of a normal life. Will Alex be able to decipher the journal and reach salvation before her vampiric side becomes too hard to control? Can Hannah really be trusted after what she has done? And is Salem really ready to
sacrifice all for a normal life? SUGGESTED READING ORDER Twin Souls (Nevermore, Book 1) Hybrid (Nevermore, Book 2) Sacrifice (Nevermore, Book 3) Destiny (Nevermore, Book 4) Kismet (Forevermore, Book 1) Catalyst (Forevermore, Book 2) Solstice (Forevermore, Book 3) Eventide
(Forevermore, Book 4) Coalesce (Forevermore, Book 5) Restore (A Forevermore Novella) Genesis (Eventide, Book 1) Synergy (Eventide, Book 2) Anathema (Eventide, Book 3) Schism (Forevermore, Book 6) Fracture (Forevermore, Book 7) Eclipse (Forevermore, Book 8) Closure (A
Forevermore Novella) MORE BY K.A. POE Twin Souls (Nevermore, Book 1) Hybrid (Nevermore, Book 2) Sacrifice (Nevermore, Book 3) Destiny (Nevermore, Book 4) Kismet (Forevermore, Book 1) Catalyst (Forevermore, Book 2) Solstice (Forevermore, Book 3) Eventide (Forevermore, Book
4) Coalesce (Forevermore, Book 5) Schism (Forevermore, Book 6) Fracture (Forevermore, Book 7) Eclipse (Forevermore, Book 8) Genesis (Eventide, Book 1) Synergy (Eventide, Book 2) Anathema (Eventide, Book 3) Restore (A Forevermore Novella) Closure (A Forevermore Novella)
Salem (A Nevermore Novella) Ephemeral (Ani'mari, Book 1) Evanescent (Ani'mari, Book 2) Darius - Episode One (Through the Rift) The King's Hourglass (Avarial Trilogy, Book 1) Keywords: Free, free book, free ebook, free novel, vampire, vampires, books about vampires, vampire
romance, paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal fantasy, urban fantasy, young adult, ya, series, freebie, freebies, series, saga, clean romance, coming of age, adventure, teen, teen romance
This urban fantasy boxed set contains the first three novels in The Ascension Series and totals 300,000 words. When it comes to problems involving evil, Elise Kavanagh is the expert in saving the day. Not only is she a legendary demon hunter known as the Godslayer, she’s
also the most powerful demon to ever walk the Earth—a once-human creature that other demons now look up to as a deity. Rylie Gresham is Alpha of the last werewolf pack. They’re hiding from recent government laws regulating preternaturals and trying to avoid conflict. But
someone’s trying to get into Eden. The garden holds secrets too dangerous for anyone to possess, including Elise’s former partner James Faulkner: a half-witch, half-angel bent on becoming God. He doesn’t care what it takes to get into Eden, and the werewolf pack gets
trapped at the center of the conflict. Elise will do anything to keep James—or anyone else—from reaching Eden, even if it means journeying deep into Hell and seizing control of the City of Dis. Trapped between shadow and light, Elise walks a fine line trying to save the
world yet again…even if it means losing her friends among the werewolves, the man she once loved, and her soul itself. ABOUT SACRIFICED IN SHADOW Lincoln Marshall is a small-town deputy with a very big problem. Six members of his church have been found dead, killed by a
rogue werewolf. He’ll have to make a deal with the Devil to save victims that have gone missing—maybe literally. Elise Kavanagh, preternatural investigator and exorcist, is the expert when it comes to violent deaths at the jaws of evil. She’s also among the most powerful
demons that Hell has spawned. Elise jumps at Lincoln’s case, and it’s not just because of his down-home charm. Someone’s laid a trap for her in Northgate, and she wants to find out who. She’ll have to team up with Rylie Gresham, Alpha of the last surviving werewolf pack,
to figure out who’s trying to blame the murders on werewolves. Only together can they stop the killings—and uncover the secrets buried in Northgate. ABOUT OATHS OF BLOOD Werewolves are immune to every illness and can heal any wound. It should be impossible for one to
become possessed by a demon. But that’s exactly what Seth Wilder is facing: a werewolf gone insane from possession. He has no choice but to deliver her to the only exorcist in America, Elise Kavanagh, who also happens to be a powerful demon known as the Godslayer. Elise is
in hiding when Seth and Rylie Gresham, Alpha werewolf, arrive seeking her help. She agrees, but everything has its price. What they learn about the possessed werewolf changes everything—Hell and Earth, the pack, and the future of the entire world… ABOUT RULED BY STEEL
Elise Kavanagh failed to prevent the Breaking, and now Hell is spilling onto Earth. She’s delved deep into the City of Dis in an attempt to stop the infernal armies–but even the legendary Godslayer is unprepared to face Dis’s fiercest demons, not to mention the
responsibility of liberating the humans they’ve enslaved. On Earth, rogue angel Nash Adamson is wing-deep in damage control after the Breaking, and his fellow angels don’t want to get involved. War is approaching the werewolf sanctuary. If Heaven won’t help them, he’ll
have to turn to Hell for salvation. Everything hinges on who can control the City of Dis. Elise and her allies have no choice but to rule by steel… Search Terms: exorcist, fallen angels, demon hunter, cheap box set, bargain box set, urban fantasy boxed set
Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 56052 ***This is book four of a five book series that is best read in order to avoid spoilers.*** Amber is starting to feel that her list of enemies is growing longer by the minute. Those she cares about are threatened and
during a surprise attack she fears one of her people is killed. Her life is spinning out of control, there are too many people she desperately wants to keep safe, but she can't be with all of them at once. There's only one of her and so many of them. It's tearing her
apart. This story was written by an Australian author using Australian spelling.
Infernal Vengeance - An Urban Fantasy Novel
Dragon Blood Chronicles 2: Betrayed
Young Adult Urban Fantasy Series Starter Library
A Completed Angel War Urban Fantasy
Darkness is coming…and only darkness can stop it. The world is ending. Wendell Knightsbridge, the Antichrist, and his demon father, Mephistopheles, are about to make real their nefarious plan to kill God and enslave mankind. And only I can stop them. Well, me and a bunch of angels and a few disturbed friends of mine. And Lucifer. Only Lucifer is more interested in being a playboy than he is in
saving his own father and the world. Which only leaves, you guessed it…me and my messed-up friends. But to complicate matters, another friend of mine has been murdered by a serial killer. Me being me, I canʼt let a thing like that go. Maybe itʼs the ex-cop in me, but itʼs something I have to investigate. Only I donʼt intend to arrest anybody when Iʼm done, if you know what I mean. Nobody kills my
friends and getʼs away with it, even if this particular killer isnʼt all that he seems. So on top of hunting a serial killer, I still gotta figure out how Iʼm gonna stop Knightsbridge and his demon father. But I will. Fact is, this isnʼt just about saving the world to me. This about cold, hard revenge. And Iʼm gonna get it…even if it kills me. Harry Bosch meets John Constantine in this gripping urban fantasy noir
thriller. Grab your copy of the sixth book in the ETHAN DRAKE SERIES now!
Blood Sacrifice
August Creed here. If there's a ghost in your house or a vampire in your bed, call me.Except, don't call right now. A spell has erased all memory of me from the world, and is slowly turning me into a soulless ghoul. My own mother wouldn't even recognize me anymore. So for the next three days, I'll be chasing crazy ghosts, fighting mad Adepts and cavorting with crafty demons, all so I can try and
stop the magickwielding serial killer who spelled me in the first place, and who is still hellbent on destroying the world.Anyway, point is, I'm seriously unavailable for the next few days. After that, assuming I'm not a soulless ghoul--and you better hope not, because that would mean the world has ended and we'll all have bigger problems than a few haunted houses or mad Adepts run amok-give me a
call, August Creed, magickslinger-for-hire, and Blackham City's trenchcoat-wearing paranormal equalizer.***Blood Sacrifice is a new adult urban fantasy novel that takes elements of paranormal mystery and suspense and mixes them up with high-octane action to create an exciting new world and characters in the urban fantasy genre. It's the first book in the August Creed urban fantasy series, and
fans of Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne and Al K. Line will love getting to know Blackham City and its cast of supernatural (and human) inhabitants. Grab your copy today!
Jayden Leigh wants to commit suicide. Her clairvoyant powers have become so intense that she lost her job and home. Death is the only way to make them stop. Opportunity presents itself when she comes across a sinfully handsome vampire ready to make a kill. Jayden begs for him to take her instead. A blissful death in his arms, or the visions ravaging her mind? She'd gladly take the vampire.
Razvan Nicolae is captivated and amused by the beautiful seeress who sacrifices herself for a stranger. Killing such a pleasing asset doesnʼt interest him. If he could get her powers under control, she just might be the key to finding his missing twin. Controlling her visions and working for a seductive vampire? Razvanʼs offer is like a dream come true. But her dream turns into a nightmare when a
mad vampire cult leader seeks to exploit Jaydenʼs powers to stop an ancient prophecy. As Jayden finds herself at the center of a vampire war, she realizes that the biggest threat isnʼt losing her life, itʼs losing her heart. "A great plot and great character interaction. New characters are introduced along with the characters from Wrenching Fate. This paranormal romance is full of excitement and
tension which keeps sucking you further into the story." All Things Book Reviews "Vampires with souls, humans with power, a writer with style that makes you crave more!" -Cinfully Wonderful Book Reviews "An action-filled vampire romance full of twists and turns." -Shona Husk- Author of The Court of Anwyn Series.
Gods & Monsters Books 1-3 (An Urban Fantasy Boxed Set)
Dragon Blood 3: Surety
Dragon Blood: The Complete Series
An Urban Fantasy Action Adventure
Blood Magic

When young women start dying, Boston cop Samantha Ryan is the perfect person to investigate, for only she knows what the archais symbol carved into their flesh means. The last in a long line of ruthless witches, she grew up in a coven seduced by power and greed. And now she's sure that bad witches have returned to Salem.
Reluctantly, Samantha goes undercover-into a town obsessed with black magic, into her terrifying past, and into thedark, newly awakened heart of evil.
USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Blackstream delivers the pulse-pounding finale of the Blood Prince series with this tale of a blood-drenched god and a warrior princess whose passion will challenge the boundary between life and death. A DARK GOD ROBBED OF HIS POWER A hundred years ago, Saamal turned his back on his
lover, threw her away for the promise of a new bride who would double his power. In retribution, the scorned goddess cursed his would-be wife, doomed her to die before they could be married. Saamal was forced to give up half his power to save her, and even at his best was only able to turn death to sleep. Now he is no longer allpowerful, and his land suffers with his fall from power. He can only wait at the beside of his sleeping fianc , hoping that an otherworldly benefactor and the new allies she’s brought him can somehow help him break the spell. HER WORLD IS AN ILLUSION Aiyana is the fianc of the god of death—but she doesn’t know it. Plagued by
nightmares of a different world and a growing darkness inside her, she finally flees her the protection of her castle in a desperate bid for answers. What she learns changes everything. The handsome stranger with the bottomless black eyes speaks of a curse, promises that a kiss is the only way to break the spell and return her to
the real world. But his reputation precedes him. And the god of death is not to be trusted. WAKE UP The land is bound to its royal family—and its god. Saamal isn’t the only one who’s been starving. If he can’t wake Aiyana soon, if he can’t fulfill the prophecy and get his power back, the land is going to take matters into its own
hands. If they are going to save their kingdom, Aiyana and Saamal have to overcome the past and succumb to the connection that binds them together—body and soul. paranormal romance, fantasy romance, historical romance, medieval romance, werewolf romance, shifter romance, werewolf, shifter, vampire, demon, incubus, angel,
god, USA Today bestseller, Jennifer Blackstream, Blood Realm, Blood Prince
I might be a fae princess, but my story is no fairytale.Being told that I'm not exactly human wasn't easy to accept. Neither was spending the last year training for what was to come on my nineteenth birthday, but I did it anyway. Feeling certain I'm ready for my new life, I soon realize nothing could have prepared me for the reality of
it.Turns out I'm the first descendant in decades to be born from two royal fae lines, but being special isn't always a good thing. All that training I did? Not so helpful when I find out a dark fae is looking to settle an old score-with me as his target.Enter Ryland, an elusive guardian meant to help prepare me for the inevitable threats
headed my way. The only problem? He's impossible, and I can't seem to stop butting heads with him. Even when other forces try to push us together.Though, regardless of the obstacles, I have to accept the changes in my life and learn how to roll with the punches. Because if I don't? Well, it could mean the end of the little utopia I've
found in my new home.But becoming the hero Arvayta needs me to be isn't as easy as it sounds.
A storm's been awakened, and it won't be contained for long. I've been pushed beyond my limits, my heart shattered into pieces, and a magic forced on me I know nothing about. With a darkness stirring inside me that I should be afraid of-but I'm not-it's time to show Alaryk even though he won the last battle, he won't get so lucky
again. My grieving period is over. I've moved onto rage, letting vengeance guide me. Everyone left that I care about wants me to let them in, but until Alaryk is no longer breathing, I won't let them distract me from what needs to be done. I'm destined for two paths. One that leads to light and love, the other, darkness and power. The
time is up to decide who I will become, and ready or not, I'll either save the worlds or destroy them. This time, not even the Fates know how things will end.
Dragon Blood 2: Wyvern
The Complete Series
Blood Storm Magic
Last Blood
Dragon Blood 5: Mage
“High stakes, big heart, and lots of Black Girl Magic…unputdownable.” —Aiden Thomas, New York Times bestselling author of Cemetery Boys A rich, dark urban fantasy debut following a teen witch who is given a horrifying task: sacrificing her first love to save her family’s magic. The problem
is, she’s never been in love—she’ll have to find the perfect guy before she can kill him. After years of waiting for her Calling—a trial every witch must pass to come into their powers—the one thing Voya Thomas didn’t expect was to fail. When Voya’s ancestor gives her an unprecedented second
chance to complete her Calling, she agrees—and then is horrified when her task is to kill her first love. And this time, failure means every Thomas witch will be stripped of their magic. Voya is determined to save her family’s magic no matter the cost. The problem is, Voya has never been in
love, so for her to succeed, she’ll first have to find the perfect guy—and fast. Fortunately, a genetic matchmaking program has just hit the market. Her plan is to join the program, fall in love, and complete her task before the deadline. What she doesn’t count on is being paired with the
infuriating Luc—how can she fall in love with a guy who seemingly wants nothing to do with her? With mounting pressure from her family, Voya is caught between her morality and her duty to her bloodline. If she wants to save their heritage and Luc, she’ll have to find something her ancestor
wants more than blood. And in witchcraft, blood is everything.
Enjoy three action-packed, fast-paced dark urban fantasy novels in a boxed set omnibus edition featuring angels, demons, werewolves, vampires, ghosts, shady cults, mythological characters and one bad ass cop you won’t want to mess with. Over 1000 pages of urban fantasy action and suspense you
won’t want to put down! Ethan Drake is a cop who tracks down bad guys, both human and supernatural—the monsters nobody else dares to touch. He hunts down the scum of the earth, rescues the lost, and protects the vulnerable. Drake navigates the maze of occult crime, corruption, and cover-up to
get to the ugly truth. Then he decides whether to expose it…or expunge it. Helping Drake is his partner, who’s a demon, and frankly, a royal pain in Drake’s ass. But occult investigators are in short supply in the PD, so what are you going to do? Oh, and don’t even get him started on the
snarkiest Hellicorn in the known universe…and his six pet Hellbastards. Harry Bosch meets John Constantine in this gripping urban fantasy noir thriller series. ★★★★★ "You've probably have never met a character like Ethan Drake...he's a step beyond The Punisher and as dark as Constantine."
★★★★★ “I loved it! Ethan Drake is one of my new favorite book heroes! It was a very engaging read....dark urban fantasy at its best!” ★★★★★ “Ok, I wasn't expecting much and was shocked. This was fun as heck. Ethan isn't a wimp, he's not dumb, uses common sense and actively crushed the bad
guys. Well done.” ★★★★★ “If you enjoy The Boys, you should definitely give this go. It takes anti-heroes to a whole new level.” ★★★★★ “Holy smokes this was good! I've never had a character do that beautiful edge of villain and hero so well.” ★★★★★ “This is a superbly written paranormal urban
fantasy” ★★★★★ “This fast-paced series is a page-turner that will capture your imagination and your attention with the first page and won’t let go until the very last sentence.” ★★★★★ “Phenomenal writing, very ‘Constantine’ feel, if you’re into the occult.” ★★★★★ “A new kind of hero…” ★★★★★
“This is urban fantasy at its finest. Another author I’ve added to my must read list. This has everything I could possibly want in an urban fantasy.”
Genre: Young Adult Urban Fantasy. Word Count: 55356 ***This is book five of a five book series that is best read in order to avoid spoilers.*** Amber wants to take back control of her life. She's fed up with assassins, death threats, unrealistic expectations, nightmares and secrets. The
secrets most of all. Especially Ronan's secrets and in particular his secret that she knows will scare the hell out of her and will probably never let her have another moment of peace. Maybe some secrets shouldn't be told. This story was written by an Australian author using Australian
spelling.
An urban fantasy box set you won't want to put down... Corvin Chance is a man on a mission, as he desperately seeks to find out who murdered his mother. But standing in his way are dark elves and Fae, vampires, goblins, orcs, and even dark Celtic gods... all of whom want him dead. Luckily,
Corvin has his two best friends to help him stay alive: Dalia, a sardonic Demi-Fae who could scare the bejeezus out of Lucifer himself; and Monty, a wise-cracking street magician and YouTube star with a gift for cybermancy and conjuring. But as Corvin is about to find out, solving his
mother's murder will just open the door to far darker goings on that will change his life forever... if he stays alive long enough to deal with them, that is. From the author of the bestselling Ethan Drake series comes this gripping action adventure series that has everything you want in an
URBAN FANTASY. Grab the first three books in the GODS & MONSTERS SERIES today!
Hunter's Legacy - An Urban Fantasy Novel
Sacrifice
Ella Grey Series Book 4
The Breaking of Bonds
Blood of the Covenant
When your best friend is half Fae, things can get a little complicated... Especially when you have to accompany her into the Otherworld when she get's summoned there by a dark Faery Queen with unknown intentions. Now me and my friend Dalia are at the mercy of the formidable Queen Hedrema, who wants us to track down her daughter, Sorcha. Sorcha has stolen a powerful artifact that has the potential to bring a horrific darkness down upon the
world—including the Otherworld—and she plans to use it. But when the hunt leaves Dalia at death’s door, I find myself alone in the wilds of Ireland, dealing with crazy Fae and ancient Irish gods as I slide further into darkness myself. But then, going to dark places is swiftly becoming a speciality of mine. The only question is: will I make it out in time to save Dalia from death—and the world—from plunging into darkness? Not if Sorcha has anything to do with it…
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Access Free Blood Sacrifice An Urban Fantasy Novel Sorcerers Creed Book 1
From the author of the bestselling Ethan Drake series comes this gripping action adventure series that has everything you want in an Urban Fantasy. Grab your copy of the second book in the GODS & MONSTERS SERIES today!
To kill a demon... sometimes you have to become one. Leia was orphaned by demons at age seven, and every day since, she’s tried to forget it ever happened. All she wants to do is escape the foster system and go to college—to live a normal life. But shortly after her eighteenth birthday, all hell breaks loose… quite literally… when demons show up and kidnap her twin brother, Josh. With nowhere left to turn, Leia seeks help from Frank, her estranged uncle, who
reveals the truth to Leia about who she really is—a Nephilim warrior destined to fight in a war that’s been raging for thousands of years. Thrust into the middle of this war between demons and Nephilim, Leia must fight to survive so she can save her brother. Along the way, she must hone her Nephilim powers and her magical knowledge if she wants to keep her soul and escape eternal damnation. BUY NOW to jump right into this addictive paranormal
adventure TODAY!
Series is complete! Ella faces enemies from all directions--the coven, her former partner, and even her own family--in the final book of the Ella Grey Series. The mages are determined to sacrifice her brother to permanently close the rips. But Ella can't let that happen. She's going to save him, no matter the cost. Blood Storm Magic is the fourth and final book in the urban fantasy Ella Grey Series. Don't miss this thrilling world of magic, danger, and sacrifice in
the battle against dark forces. This series is perfect for fans of Kim Harrison, Patricia Briggs, Jim Butcher, and Ilona Andrews! Ella Grey Urban Fantasy Series (now complete) Stone Cold Magic Dark Harvest Magic Demon Born Magic Blood Storm Magic Want to know when new releases hit? Text CCJFBOOKS to 24587, and Jayne will send new release updates straight to your phone. (You'll get a text no more than twice a month -- only when there's a sale
or a new book.)
In a town where magic festers beneath the surface and monsters stalk the shadows, someone has to fight for the innocent. That someone is me.They call me wizard, fixer, finder, but mostly they call me Creed. Been hexed by a witch? Being stalked by a werewolf? Haunted by a crazy ghost? I'm the one you call to get my hands dirty, so you don't have to.So when I got a call from a grieving parent to find their missing daughter, I was happy to help. Trouble is, what
started out as another garden variety missing person case just ended up with me being hexed by an occult serial killer. They made a mistake, though, whoever they are, when they cursed me.They should have killed me instead because they're about to find out that Hell hath no fury like a wizard scorned.If you like Jim Butcher, M.D. Massey, or Shayne Silvers, then you will LOVE the first installment of the Wizard's Creed Urban Fantasy Action Adventure
Series.Hit BUY NOW to jump right into this spellbinding paranormal adventure TODAY!
Sacrifice (Nevermore, Book 3)
Young Adult Epic Fantasy Adventure Series
Bitches To Witches
The Ascension Series, Books 1-3: Sacrificed in Shadow, Oaths of Blood, and Ruled by Steel
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